The community-wide GPCR Dock assessment is conducted to evaluate the status of molecular modeling and ligand docking for human G proteincoupled receptors. The present round of the assessment was based on the recent structures of dopamine D3 and CXCR4 chemokine receptors bound to small molecule antagonists and CXCR4 with a synthetic cyclopeptide. Thirty-five groups submitted their receptor-ligand complex structure predictions prior to the release of the crystallographic coordinates. With closely related homology modeling templates, as for dopamine D3 receptor, and with incorporation of biochemical and QSAR data, modern computational techniques predicted complex details with accuracy approaching experimental. In contrast, CXCR4 complexes that had less-characterized interactions and only distant homology to the known GPCR structures still remained very challenging. The assessment results provide guidance for modeling and crystallographic communities in method development and target selection for further expansion of the structural coverage of the GPCR universe.
INTRODUCTION
The G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily has more than 800 members in the human genome (Fredriksson et al., 2003; Ono et al., 2005) , detecting a variety of extracellular chemical, biological, or physical signals that are critical for human biology and disease (Lagerströ m and Schiö th, 2008) . Understanding their three-dimensional (3D) structures will help understanding their function and will enable the development of new therapeutic molecules. However, the dynamical nature of these membrane proteins makes them notoriously difficult crystallization targets . Prior to the summer of 2010, only four vertebrate GPCRs yielded to crystallization efforts: bovine rhodopsin (bRho) in liganded (Palczewski et al., 2000) and ligand-free (opsin) Scheerer et al., 2008) forms; human b 2 (Cherezov et al., 2007) and turkey b 1 (Warne et al., 2008 ) adrenergic receptors; and human A 2A adenosine receptor (A 2A AR) (Jaakola et al., 2008) . Comparative analysis of these structures demonstrated that, despite the conserved seven transmembrane (7TM) topology, structural determinants of ligand interaction are strikingly diverse between distantly related GPCRs, even within class A where all the structures solved so far belong, and that factors contributing to reshaping of the ligand binding pockets include helical shifts, turns, tilts, and kinks, as well as conformations of highly variable extracellular loops. Due to such structural diversity, it is impossible to expand the atomic details of ligand binding elucidated by crystallography to cover all other members of the GPCR family.
Continuous improvement of molecular modeling and docking algorithms and methodology (Abagyan et al., 1997; Abel et al., 2010; Barth et al., 2009; Bottegoni et al., 2008 Bottegoni et al., , 2009 Brylinski and Skolnick, 2008; Case et al., 2005; Cavasotto et al., 2005 Cavasotto et al., , 2008 Chen et al., 2003; Davis and Baker, 2009; Eswar et al., 2006; Katritch et al., 2010; Lang et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2009; Vaidehi et al., 2002; Verdonk et al., 2003; Yarov-Yarovoy et al., 2006; Zhou and Gilson, 2009 ) is complemented by great advances in computing resources and technologies. The recent decades were marked by an increase of approximately four orders of magnitude in individual computing power and storage, as well as the development of large supercomputers and specialized hardware (e.g., Shaw et al., 2010) . The amount of protein structural data in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) has been growing exponentially providing invaluable information about molecular interactions and, with increasing structural coverage of the mammalian proteome, relevant templates for modeling by homology. Despite all these advances, modern theoretical methods still fail to produce models of experimental accuracy and/or ''dockable'' quality in many real-life cases, e.g., in the absence of close structural homology templates.
The community-wide GPCR Dock assessment has the goal of monitoring the progress of molecular modeling and ligand docking for GPCR targets. The first round of assessment was performed in 2008 when the structure of the A 2A AR was solved (Jaakola et al., 2008) ; 29 groups attempted to predict atomic details of its interaction with a small molecule antagonist. The most accurate models were built by homology with the b 2 adrenergic receptor (b 2 AR) structure that shares $35% sequence identity with A 2A AR in the transmembrane (TM) domain. These models were able to correctly predict about one-half of intermolecular contacts (Michino et al., 2009 ). The present round of the assessment, GPCR Dock 2010, is particularly exciting because the modeled complexes represent three distinct classes and three levels of difficulty: (1) dopamine D3 receptor in complex with eticlopride, which is a small molecule in a small molecule pocket with two close homology modeling templates; (2) chemokine receptor CXCR4 bound to isothiourea IT1t, which is a small molecule in a large peptide-binding pocket with more distant templates; and (3) CXCR4/CVX15, which is the first GPCR complex with a peptide analog. Prediction of the ligand binding pose and its interactions within the receptor-binding pocket constituted the main focus of the assessment. As a secondary target, the prediction of the overall structure of the TM bundle was also evaluated.
Comprehensive analysis of the 275 GPCR complex models submitted for the assessment helped elucidate the current trends in GPCR modeling and docking. In particular we found that reliable homology modeling requires at least 35%-40% sequence identity between target and template, and that in such close homology cases, the combination of modern modeling techniques with biochemical and QSAR studies allows complex detail prediction with accuracy approaching experimental. The results of this experiment outline the boundaries for computational expansion of the sparse GPCR structural information onto the new GPCR family members and their interactions with small molecules or peptides. They also define the ''white spots'' on the GPCR map that are in biggest need of being addressed by crystallography.
RESULTS

GPCR Dock 2010: Description and Submission Statistics
The GPCR modeling and docking assessment 2010 was performed for three separate ligand-receptor structures: human dopamine D3 receptor bound to eticlopride (D3/eticlopride); human chemokine receptor CXCR4 bound to an isothiourea derivative IT1t (CXCR4/IT1t) (Thoma et al., 2008) ; and CXCR4 bound to the CVX15 peptide (Arg-Arg-Nal-Cys-Tyr-Gln-LysdPro-Pro-Tyr-Arg-Cit-Cys-Arg-Gly-dPro) (CXCR4/CVX15). For these 3 targets, 117, 103, and 55 unique interpretable models were submitted by 32, 25, and 19 groups, respectively. The list of participating groups, names, and affiliations is given in Table 1 .
The models were assessed by several independent criteria that were applied to the following structural features: (1) the TM bundle structure, (2) structure of the second extracellular loop (ECL2), (3) definition of the binding pocket, (4) geometry of the binding site residues, (5) ligand position, and (6) the atomic contacts between the ligand and the receptor. The last two criteria, ligand position and ligand/pocket atomic contacts, constituted the primary focus of the present assessment; therefore, they were converted into a single Z-score and used for final model ranking.
One characteristic of GPCR Dock 2010 was the availability of multiple experimental 3D structures for two out of three target categories. Wu et al. (2010) have obtained as many as four structures of the CXCR4/IT1t complex, with the total of eight chains related by noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS), all slightly different in the position and atomic contacts of the compound. Similarly, the single structure of the D3/eticlopride complex contains two chains. The models submitted for the assessment were compared to all relevant target structures, and the structure resulting in most favorable values of the assessment criteria (i.e., lowest TM bundle rmsd, lowest ECL2 rmsd, or highest Z-score) was chosen for each model.
TM Bundle and ECL2 Prediction
Given the conserved 7TM topology and the availability of several GPCR structures that can be used as templates for homology modeling, structure prediction for TM helices is a less challenging task than for loops or ligand/receptor complexes, and is usually performed with reasonable accuracy. Figure 1A illustrates the levels of TM region sequence identity of the two receptors in this assessment to the available structural templates, and the corresponding root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) values for the TM backbone atoms. Dopamine D3 receptor belongs to the aminergic family of GPCRs; two other aminergic receptors, turkey b 1 AR or human b 2 AR, could be used as reliable homology modeling templates, with the level of TM sequence identity of D3 to b 1 AR as high as 41% and the backbone atom rmsd as low as 1.41 Å . In contrast, for CXCR4 the highest sequence identity template (b 1 AR) is only 25.5% identical with 2.84 Å TM backbone rmsd, and the lowest TM backbone rmsd (observed between CXCR4 and bRho) is only 2.3 Å . Consequently, CXCR4 appears to be a more difficult modeling target than D3.
Target difficulty was evaluated using standard CASP measures (Cozzetto et al., 2009 ) and the LGA (Local-Global Alignment) package (Zemla, 2003) kindly provided by Dr. Adam Zemla. At least 94% of target-template Ca atom pairs fell within 5 Å following the LGA superposition in the case of D3 (data for best templates, i.e., b 1 AR and b 2 AR structures), with the sequence identity of the superimposed regions exceeding 35% and LGA score of 86.8%. The corresponding numbers for CXCR4 were 84% Ca atom pairs, 20% sequence identity, and the LGA score of 61.3%. This analysis places both targets in the easy region on the CASP difficulty scale with CXCR4 being more challenging.
The estimated GPCR Dock 2010 target difficulty correlates with the assessment results: the lowest TM backbone rmsd achieved by several groups is 1.26 Å in the case of the D3/ eticlopride complex (UMich-Zhang #3), whereas for the CXCR4/ IT1t and CXCR4/CVX15 complexes, the best rmsd was 2.05 Å (UMich-Pogozheva #1, UMich-Zhang #2), and 2.53 Å (UMichPogozheva #1), respectively. The corresponding median values are 1.70, 2.75, and 3.28 Å ( Figure 1B ; see source data in Table  S1 available online).
One challenge in modeling the TM domain of CXCR4 was represented by the fact that this receptor, as well as many other chemokine receptors, has a conserved proline-induced kink in helix II, the so-called TXP motif (Devillé et al., 2009; Govaerts et al., 2001; Kellenberger et al., 2007; Rey et al., 2010) . A prolinerelated distortion observed in the corresponding regions of the available homology modeling templates, b-adrenergic and adenosine receptors (but not in bRho), represents a bulge rather than a typical kink (Rey et al., 2010) . Sequence alignment in the region is not straightforward and requires introduction of a oneresidue gap (Figure 2A ), which allows for $100 rotation of the top portion of helix II and places W94 and D97 ( Figure 2B ), the critical residues known to interact with CXCR4 antagonists (Wong et al., 2008) , inside the binding pocket. We found that in almost 50% of the CXCR4 models submitted for the assessment, the rotation of the top part of helix II is within 20 from Figure 2C ; source data in Table S1 ). Therefore, the modeling community appears well aware of the possible helical shifts between distantly related GPCRs and is capable of modeling such a shift with a relatively high degree of accuracy. In addition to the TM helical bundle, we assessed the correctness of prediction of ECL2. Although none of the submitted models had its ECL2 within 2 Å rmsd from the crystal structure, D3 models were closer to this goal with the best ECL2 backbone rmsd of 2.69 Å (WUStL #2-3, Monash-Hall #4, RHUL all). The closest ECL2 predictions for CXCR4/IT1t and CXCR4/CVX15 were at 4.32 Å (Baylor-Barth #4) and 6.61 Å (PharmaDesign #1, UMich-Zhang #2) from their respective target structures. The median ECL2 rmsd values were 4.11, 9.19, and 9.70 Å for D3/eticlopride, CXCR4/IT1t, and CXCR4/CVX15, respectively. Eight groups predicted the b-hairpin fold of the second extracellular loops in CXCR4 (45 models of both CXCR4 complexes), but in most of these models, the loop was placed deeply in the pocket similarly to bRho ECL2, and as in bRho, the hydrogen bond pattern was shifted compared to the CXCR4 structures. Quite surprisingly, the precise CXCR4 ECL2 b strand hydrogen bond connectivity was only observed in the least accurate set of models (LenServer #1-5, TM rmsd of >11 Å , ECL2 rmsd of >24 Å ).
The protein prediction Z-score calculated by averaging TM and ECL2 prediction Z-scores is given in Table S1 . The positive side of the Z-score distribution was relatively compact with no models scoring above 2 SDs from the average in any of the three assessments: the highest protein prediction Z-scores were 1.11 for D3/eticlopride (WUStL #3), 1.72 for CXCR4/IT1t (Baylor-Barth #4), and 1.59 for CXCR4/CVX15 (UMich-Zhang #2). Models generated ab initio were noticeably less accurate than homology models. For most CXCR4 models, authors had to intervene in the modeling procedure by manually adjusting either target-template sequence alignment, or helix I and II conformation of the obtained 3D model.
To evaluate the results in context of CASP achievements, we assessed the models by the main CASP measure, GDT (Global Distance Test) total score (TS). The average/best GDT-TS values were 73%/80% for D3 and 55%/60% for CXCR4, which is within the range of prediction accuracy observed in CASP for targets of similar difficulty (Kryshtafovych et al., 2005 ). GDT-TS improvement over the naive model obtained by copying the 
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Community-wide GPCR Dock 2010 Assessment coordinates of a single-best template was observed in more than 30 D3 models (maximal GDT-TS improvement of 2.7%), but only in 2-4 CXCR4 models (number of models varies depending on the target structure, maximal GDT-TS improvement of 3.4%). Therefore, by the CASP measures, the progress in protein modeling achieved in GPCR Dock 2010 is rather modest. However, it is important to realize that CASP measures primarily focus on the backbone prediction, are equally influenced by the binding pocket residues and distant regions irrelevant for interactions with the ligand, and evaluate model accuracy at a relatively low resolution; for example, GDT-TS calculates the fraction of Ca atoms that fit under distance cutoffs of 2 Å , 4 Å , etc. It is well known that energy-based ligand docking requires higher accuracy: even 1 Å deviation of a single side chain in the binding pocket can lead to incorrect ligand positioning and scoring (Erickson et al., 2004) . Therefore, in this assessment we directly evaluated the ligand binding prediction accuracy as described below.
Pocket Definition
Selection of binding site residues represents a critical step in prediction of protein/ligand complex structures. Unguided, ''blind'' ligand docking to a distant homology model of the target often results in unrealistic ligand positions outside of the TM bundle, in the middle of the tentative lipid bilayer or even on the intracellular side of the protein. Luckily, residues forming the orthosteric-binding pocket in class A GPCRs can, to some extent, be inferred by distant homology with the available structural templates. Site-directed mutagenesis studies on both CXCR4 and D3 provide additional guidance in binding pocket residue selection. In some cases, energy-based sampling and refinement of the complex models can further improve the initial prediction.
The best models in terms of pocket definition predicted as much as 81% of the pocket surface area for D3/eticlopride (Caltech #2 in comparison with chain B in PDB 3pbl), 49% for CXCR4/IT1t (PharmaDesign #4 in comparison with chain A in PDB 3odu), and 49% for CXCR4/CVX15 (PharmaDesign #1).
The median values were 52%, 30%, and 12%, respectively (Figure 3 ; source data in Table S2 ). The lower prediction accuracy for CXCR4 correlates not only with more distant homology but also with the larger size and less-defined composition of its binding pocket. The pocket was lined by multiple polar residues, many of which were shown to play critical roles in ligand binding and/or signaling; however, no direct mutagenesis data were available for IT1t. In contrast to CXCR4, evolution of D3 as a receptor for endogenous dopamine resulted in a small welldefined pocket with a single acidic residue, D110
3.32 , known to make the critical interaction with positively charged amines in the ligands.
Ligand Rmsd and Ligand-Pocket Contacts
Correct prediction of the ligand binding pose and its atomic contacts with the pocket side chains was the primary goal of the GPCR Dock 2010 participants. The eticlopride molecule is engaged in 62-65 atomic contacts with the 15 residues in the two D3 pocket structures (here, contacts are defined as a pair of Table S1 .
atoms at the distance of %4 Å ). The mean and standard deviation (SD) of ligand contact strength with each of the pocket residues are shown in Figures 4A and 4D . Similarly, IT1t makes from 46 to 64 contacts with the neighboring residues in different CXCR4/ IT1t complex structures; the list of interacting residues includes W94, D97, A98, W102, V112, H113, Y116, R183, I185, C186, D187, R188, and E288; in some chains the ligand also has nonzero contact strength with E32, K38, and Y255 ( Figures 4B and 4E) . Finally, the CVX15 peptide makes 181 atomic contacts (%4 Å ) with 26 CXCR4 residues ( Figures 4C and 4F ). The models submitted for the assessment were assessed for the ability to reproduce some or all of these contacts, while maintaining a reasonably accurate placement of the ligand in the binding site.
To assist evaluation of accuracy of a model with a given number of correct contacts and/or ligand rmsd, it is useful to know the experimentally observed distribution of the corresponding parameters, for example, between multiple structures of a single complex that are related by NCS. The shaded plot background in Figure 5A represents the result of comparison of NCS-related molecules in a large subset of PDB structures. It shows that due to natural protein flexibility and experimental resolution limits, multiple structures of the same complex are expected to differ on average by 0.2-0.6 Å in ligand rmsd and share 80%-90% of ligand/pocket atomics contacts, with the marginal cases reaching 1.5 Å rmsd and 65% of shared contacts. On the same plot we provide the scatter of cross-comparison of the (A) Helix II sequence alignment between CXCR4 and the four homology modeling templates available in PDB at the time of the assessment. The two adrenergic receptors and the adenosine receptor, but not bRho, have a proline-induced bulge in helix II, whereas CXCR4 has a proline kink. Consequently, a one-residue alignment gap is necessary to correctly model this kink and orient W94 and D97 toward the binding pocket. (B) Comparison of the top part of helix II (viewed along the helix from the extracellular side) between the CXCR4/IT1t target structure and a representative model. (C) Scatter plot of the rotation angles at the top of helix II with respect to the target structure for all models submitted to CXCR4/IT1t and CXCR4/CVX15 assessments. Source data are given in Table S1 .
Figure 3. Prediction of Binding Pocket Area by the Models of the Three Assessment Targets
Source data for these plots can be found in Table S2 .
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Community-wide GPCR Dock 2010 Assessment target structures: the two chains in the structures of D3/eticlopride differ by 0.37 Å in ligand rmsd and share 80% of contacts, whereas between some CXCR4/IT1t complexes, ligand rmsd reaches 0.8 Å , and common contacts are only 53% (this low number is in part due to disordered parts of the pocket in PDB entries 3oe6, 3oe8, and 3oe9).
As Figure 5A illustrates, ligand rmsd weakly correlates with the number of correct atomic contacts for a small fraction of high-accuracy models (source data in Table S2 ). For the majority of the set, the two measures represent complementary criteria of the model accuracy. For D3, as many as 23 submitted models correctly predicted the ligand position with rmsd <2.5 Å ; however, these models demonstrate a wide range of atomic contact predictions. The best model, PompeuFabra #3, has the strikingly low rmsd of 0.96 Å from the ligand in chain B of the D3 crystal structure, and correctly reproduces as much as 58% of the contacts, thus scoring first by both criteria and approaching the level of similarity to the target structures that can be expected between NCS-related molecules in a single X-ray structure. The lowest ligand rmsd achieved for the CXCR4/IT1t complex is 2.47 Å , but the corresponding model (COH-Vaidehi #1) reproduces only 18% of contacts. The small number of correct contacts in this model is explained by the large deviations in the pocket side chains: 6.01 Å for all 13 pocket residues, and 3.2 Å for the 7 pocket residues in the TM region. The model that ranks first in terms of ligand-pocket contacts (VU-MedChem #5, 36% of correctly predicted contacts) demonstrates a ligand rmsd of 4.88 Å . Pocket residue rmsd for this model is slightly lower, 4.94 Å for the entire pocket, and 3.04 Å for its TM part. Prediction of the CXCR4/CVX15 complex apparently represented the biggest challenge because none of the models is closer than 8 Å rmsd to the target structure, with the highest ratio of correctly predicted contacts being as low as 7%. Median ligand rmsd values are 3.85 Å for D3/ eticlopride, 8.00 Å for CXCR4/IT1t, and 15.03 Å for CXCR4/ CVX15. The challenge of peptide docking is partially associated with the larger size and greater number of rotatable bonds, which not only increase the computational complexity of the problem (Erickson et al., 2004) but also make it less amenable for site-directed biochemical characterization: unlike for eticlopride, or even for IT1t, no definite spatial restraints could be identified for CVX15. Figure 6 shows the distribution of pocket residue rmsd values for all competing models (source data in Table S2 ). We found no correlation between the pocket prediction accuracy and the ligand docking accuracy (data not shown). In some cases the assessment participants were able to model the pocket relatively closely (e.g., $1.9-2 Å from the crystal structure in case of CXCR4IT/1t models GaTech #1 and Soochow #1-3) but failed to dock the ligand sufficiently accurately. On the contrary, biochemistry-driven model generation and selection helped generate approximately correct ligand poses even in some partially incorrect pockets.
Despite the fact that only one model of the CXCR4/IT1t complex predicted more than 20% of the native contacts, 22 of the 103 models captured, at least partially, the critical contacts that the ligand makes with the side chains of E288 or D97. However, these predictions did not correlate with the correctness of the ligand position or with the total number of predicted contacts, with the exception of the two models described above ( Figure 5C ). This was also the case for the predictions of D3/eticlopride complex, though variability of the ligand poses capturing the critical interaction of the charged amine group with D110 was not as striking ( Figure 5B ). This can be explained by the fact that in most cases (Supplemental Experimental Procedures), the key contacts were deduced from mutagenesis or other experimental studies and imposed as restraints or selection criteria in the modeling procedures, rather than reproduced as a result of ab initio ligand docking.
Model Ranking by Groups
The participants of GPCR Dock 2010 were allowed to submit at most five models for each of the targets, and were asked to rank their models according to their confidence in the correctness of the prediction. Therefore, we could evaluate the reliability of complex scoring functions used by the assessment participants and their ability to rank the correct models first.
Although the distribution of Z-scores for models ranked first does appear somewhat skewed toward higher values for the D3/eticlopride and CXCR4/IT1t models (Figure 7 ; source data in Table S2 ), in most cases the best models were not ranked first by their authors. Groups from COH and CDD-CMBI make a notable exception: the most accurate COH-Vaidehi models in both CXCR/IT1t and D3/eticlopride assessments were ranked first; their second, third, and fifth models of CXCR/IT1t complex also scored high, and so did their third model in D3/eticlopride assessment. Accuracy of all five CDD-CMBI D3/eticlopride models was above 1 standard deviation (SD) from the mean, and they ranked their best model first. Finally, the HelsinkiXhaard group submitted a single model to the D3/eticlopride Table S2 ). The shaded plot background represents the distribution of the corresponding parameters for pairs of NCS-related molecules in a large subset of PDB structures. (B and C) Superimposition of the top models that correctly reproduced the critical hydrogen bonding interaction of the ligand with D110 in D3/eticlopride complex (B) and with E288 in CXCR4/IT1t complex (C). Capturing these interactions does not correlate with the correctness of the ligand pose in case of CXCR4 and only weakly correlates in case of D3.
competition that appeared to be within the top most accurate models in the assessment. However, Helsinki-Xhaard did not use any formal scoring functions to rank their potential solutions; pose selection and ranking of the ligand binding pose was performed manually, taking into account the existing mutagenesis data (a detailed description of the method is given in Supplemental Experimental Procedures). In the case of the COH-Vaidehi group, the ligand poses were ranked by their all-atom force field-binding energies (Supplemental Experimental Procedures); the five solutions submitted for the competition were selected from the ten top-scoring poses manually by agreement with mutagenesis and biochemistry data (Rosenkilde et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2008) . The CDD-CMBI group ranked their solutions with a consensus scoring function incorporating FlexX and PLP docking scores, geometrical quality indicators, as well as molecular dynamics force field-interaction energies (Nabuurs et al., 2007) .
Analysis of Best Models
Participants of GPCR Dock 2010 employed a variety of methods for model generation. Although most models were built by homology, several groups used ab initio approaches for modeling of the TM domain and/or loops. Prior to ligand docking, the models were optimized by molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo sampling. Selection of a few representative models from generated ensembles was performed with either force field-interaction energies or knowledge-based potentials. The ab initio models generally tend to be less accurate than the homology models (Table S1) ; however, ligand pose prediction accuracy does not significantly correlate with the protein prediction accuracy. In most cases human intervention was used in the modeling process, at the stages of building the sequence alignment, protein modeling, ligand docking, or answer selection. Consequently, expert knowledge of the subject area, chemical intuition, and a degree of ingenuity seem to be at least as important in successful GPCR/ligand complex modeling as advanced modeling algorithms and tools. Among the automated procedures, selecting the model by its ability to correctly dock and score the active ligand(s), a.k.a. ligand-guided modeling, appeared to be a common and successful approach. Another fruitful ligandguided technique employed by several groups was based on pharmacophore representation of multiple existing ligands.
Cumulative Z-scores obtained from ligand rmsd and atomic contacts measurements were used for overall model ranking and identification of most accurate models. Models with Z-scores above 1 are listed in Table 2 ; the complete model list can be found in Tables S1 and S2. The detailed characterization of the top models from each assessment is presented below.
The highest degree of accuracy achieved in the D3/eticlopride assessment is represented by model #3 by PompeuFabra (Figure 8A) . It ranked first both in terms of ligand pose (0.96 Å rmsd to the crystal structure) and atomic contacts (58% correct contacts). The ligand is in a correct conformation (0.34 Å rmsd after ligand structure superimposition) though translated by $0.8 Å with respect to its position in the target structure. The correctly predicted residue contacts include charged amine interaction with D110, as well as contacts with V111, V189, S192, S193, F345, F346, H349, and Y373 (9 out of 15 target contact residues). The contact with I183 was not reproduced due to $3.5 Å shift in the predicted position of ECL2, whereas other contacts were probably missed because of the ligand shift. Of the TM bundle, 63% is superimposable onto the target structure with a backbone rmsd of 0.52 Å , but the ECL2 rmsd is about 2.87 Å . The errors in ECL2 placement lead to an overall pocket residue rmsd of 1.5 Å in this model, whereas the TM part of the pocket is only 1.16 Å from the target structure. In the docking procedure, eticlopride was restricted to form a salt bridge between the positively charged nitrogen and the 
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Community-wide GPCR Dock 2010 Assessment carboxylate of Asp110 3.32 . The poses were relaxed and refined using MD simulations of ECL2, binding site, and the ligand, alone and in combinations. Final rescoring was performed using a consensus of several available scoring functions, taking into account the formation of two intramolecular hydrogen bonds in eticlopride. Model #1 by CDD-CMBI ( Figure 8A ) is just as good in terms of ligand/pocket contacts (57% of correct contacts, 12 of 15 residues) but has errors in ligand conformation, including the incorrect orientation of the 5-ethyl attachment on the benzene ring as well as $60 rotation of the ethylpyrrolidin ring (ligand heavy atom rmsd of 2.13 Å ). Therefore, it illustrates that ligand heavy atom rmsd is a measure dominated by most deviating fragments of the molecule; as such, rmsd may not be the best choice for evaluating the correctness of docking poses and must be complemented by other measures such as atomic contacts. Structure-based pharmacophores, complementary to known active compounds, were used to generate initial low-resolution poses, which were subsequently redocked and optimized to generate the final models. Model #1 by COH-Vaidehi ( Figure 8A ) also features a very accurate ligand placement (1.22 Å rmsd) but has a slightly lower number of correct contacts (51% contacts, involving 10 of 15 residues). Pose selection here was performed using existing mutagenesis data.
In all cases, correct ligand placement and contacts were achieved despite errors in prediction of ECL2: none of the topscoring models had an ECL2 backbone rmsd of lower than 2.8 Å , and none predicts the ligand interaction with I183 in that loop.
For CXCR4/IT1t complex, VU-MedChem model #5 ( Figure 8B ) predicted the largest number of correct ligand-pocket contacts 
by Their Authors
Although on average, models ranked first by the authors tend to be marginally more accurate, the best models in D3/eticlopride (A), CXCR4/IT1t (B), and CXCR4/ CVX15 (C) assessments were assigned ranks 3, 5, and 5, by their authors, respectively. Source data can be found in Table S2 . The results of analysis of these and all other models can be found in Tables S1 and S2 . n/a, not applicable. a Contact geometry incompatible with hydrogen bond formation. b ECL2 not modeled or incomplete. c Ligand structure errors. whose importance was also confirmed by mutagenesis (Wong et al., 2008) ; they consequently chose ligand poses that satisfied some of these hypotheses (de Graaf and Rognan, 2009) . Despite the presence of a proline-imposed kink (TXP motif) in helix II, its top, including D97, is bent outward by about 5 Å and slightly rotated in comparison with the crystal structure. As a result, the ligand is shifted in the direction of helix II and III by approximately 5.5 Å . However, its orientation is similar to the crystallographic position. Overall topology of the TM domain (modeled by homology from b 2 AR) is correct, with 64% of the helices closely superimposable with the target structure (partial backbone rmsd of 1.14 Å ). The extracellular loops are not predicted correctly, e.g., ECL2 backbone rmsd is 7.42 Å . COH-Vaidehi models #1 and #2 ( Figure 8B ) were most accurate in terms of ligand rmsd. The dicyclohexylthiourea portion of the ligand was docked correctly, whereas the imidazothiazole system was flipped, leading to overall ligand heavy atom rmsd of 2.47 and 2.88 Å for models #1 and #2, respectively. The location of the binding pocket was selected based on mutation data for cyclam and noncyclam compounds (Rosenkilde et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2008) . The models were selected by optimal protein-ligand contacts from the top docked poses ranked by all-atom binding energies (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Quite surprisingly, model #1 reproduced only 18% of correct contacts, which involved two residues, D97 and V112. In model #2, some of these contacts were lost, but one contact with W94 and two contacts with Y116 were captured, leading to the total of 17% contacts with four residues. Both models rank relatively low in terms of protein structure prediction: they have the Z-score of À1.08, with about 44% of the TM domain superimposable with the crystal structure (rmsd of 1.09 and 1.08 Å , respectively); however, the most significant deviations are found on the cytoplasmic side and on the extracellular sides of helices I, IV, and V, i.e., in the regions not involved in ligand binding. Although extracellular loops are far from crystallographic conformation, the kink in helix II is modeled very accurately (about 2 rotation for W94 and D97), placing the ligand binding part of helix II within 1.3 Å of the target position. These authors generated the TM domain model by homology using A 2A AR and b 2 AR crystal structures as templates, and adjusted the rotational orientation of helices II and IV using a previously published LITICON protocol (Bhattacharya and Vaidehi, 2010 ) so that D97 and D171 are completely inside the binding pocket.
Modeling the CXCR4/CVX15 peptide complex represented the biggest challenge of GPCR Dock 2010. The top model of this complex (#5 by UMich-Zhang, Figure 8C ) has the Z-score of 2.4, thus far exceeding other models in accuracy; however, this accuracy is far from either experimental or even modeling accuracy in the other two assessments. Only the overall orientation and topology of the peptide are predicted correctly, including the b-hairpin fold, solvent exposed crown and buried termini, and N to C direction. The peptide rmsd from the target structure is almost 9 Å , and only 6% of the contacts are captured in this model: Arg1 of the peptide with D187, Nal3 with Q200, and Arg14 with D262. In the process of model generation, the peptide b-hairpin conformation was imposed and maintained using distance restraints; docking poses were generated by random translation and rotation in binding site and assessed on the basis of shape and chemical feature complementarity and ability to satisfy the experimental restraints. The b-hairpin fold of ECL2 is predicted, though the two b strands are shifted with respect to each other (e.g., the backbone carbonyl of D187 makes a hydrogen bond with S178 instead of N176). The position of ECL2 sinking in the pocket is incorrect, rather resembling its bRho template. The TM domain rmsd is 53% superimposable with the structure (partial rmsd of 1.08 Å ), though top parts for all helices except helix II are shifted by 2-3 Å .
DISCUSSION
Along with GPCR Dock 2008, the present assessment helps to define the boundaries for reliable structural modeling of GPCRs and their complexes with ligands. It illustrates that the availability of an experimentally solved homology modeling template with $35%-40% sequence identity to the target (that preferably belongs to the same GPCR family) enables the computational groups to produce complex models that approach the level of accuracy observed in the experiment. By projecting this result onto the GPCR phylogenetic tree, we can pinpoint the targets that may be modeled sufficiently accurately from the existing structural templates (Figure 9 ). In contrast, distant homology modeling ($25%-30% between target and template, template and target belonging to different families) still needs much improvement to reach docking application accuracy comparable to the crystal structure. The modeling accuracy for the three GPCR targets evaluated so far decreases in the order D3 > A 2A AR > CXCR4, which follows the order of corresponding target-template phylogenetic distances. Although prediction accuracy depends on a variety of additional factors, e.g., shape and hydrophobicity of the pocket, this circumstantial correlation reflects the general tendency in homology modeling and should be taken into account for selection of structural templates for modeling and targets for crystallization efforts.
As expected, modeling variable and flexible regions such as ECL2 represents the most difficult task. In many cases (CXCR4/IT1t and D3/eticlopride), the ligand binding pocket is mostly formed by the TM residues, and therefore, ligand position and contacts can be roughly predicted based on the TM domain only. However, even for this region, ambiguities in target-template sequence alignment (like in case of CXCR4 helix II kink) (B) Top-scoring models of the CXCR4/IT1t complex. Although the models reproduce the critical hydrogen bonding interaction of the ligand with Asp97, and in one case even with Glu288, very few other contacts are captured, and the ligand orientation is only approximately correct. (C) Top-scoring model of the CXCR4/CVX15 complex. Relative orientation of the peptide and its b-hairpin fold are reproduced with some degree of similarity to the experimental structure. Only a few residue contacts are captured. and significant structural deviations make distant homology modeling challenging.
The assessment illustrated that the importance of using the biochemical, biophysical, QSAR, and other experimental data cannot be overestimated. These types of data can be often misinterpreted (e.g., allosteric effects of a mutated residue are mistakenly reported as its direct contact with the ligand) (Jaakola et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2003) ; however, most accurate predictions in the present assessment were generated using the mutagenesis data. Information about compound binding and activity is another valuable piece in the puzzle that can be used for model selection either in the form of structure-based pharmacophores, or as a VLS enrichment benchmark; both of these proved to be successful strategies in GPCR Dock 2010 (Table S2) .
The results of this prediction exercise suggest that fully automatic solutions for docking to modeled GPCRs remain out of reach. Although most predictions involved extensive computation, expert knowledge of the subject area and chemical intuition remained the main determinants of success in the distant homology cases. That said, the accuracy of the top predictions of the D3/eticlopride complex was sufficient to capture the key aspects of ligand recognition and binding and, possibly, to support chemical discovery and design efforts for this target. (Shimamura et al., 2011) (orange) , and chemokine CXCR4 (green) receptors, used as templates. Homologs with more than 35% TM domain sequence-template identity are circled, whereas those with more than 50% identity in the ligand binding pockets only are also highlighted with the color of corresponding template. For reference, TM domain sequence identity between the dopamine D3 receptor and b 2 AR is about 38%, whereas pocket-only identity is 54%.
In the past, few if any efforts of de novo protein-ligand complex predictions led to models that were subsequently confirmed at atomic resolution, far less for targets as challenging as membrane receptors. The partial successes observed in GPCR Dock are a testament to the confidence that the field has gained, and that some previously inaccessible targets, with human input, now fall into its remit.
Conclusion
Three novel crystal structures in GPCR Dock 2010 dramatically expanded the range of assessed modeling problems, which now includes relatively close homologs within a GPCR family, distant homology with a different branch of the class A GPCR tree, as well as a peptide-receptor complex. For a close homology case, represented by dopamine D3 receptor with $40% sequence identity to adrenergic structural templates, many groups show reasonably accurate ligand docking results, with the top models approaching accuracy of ligand placement in the crystal structures and potentially providing the basis for structure-based chemical discovery efforts. For more distant homology, represented by CXCR4 target with $25% sequence identity to the 3D templates, only three groups captured overall position of the small molecule ligand (rmsd <5 Å ), and only one identified more than 20% ligand-receptor atomic contacts, pointing to a spectrum of challenges for such modeling. Thus, even when ligand binding is largely defined by structurally conserved TM regions of GPCRs, a modeler has to deal with substantial variations in kinks and helical structure in the binding pocket region, which impacts quality of docking. Although some aspects of these variations (e.g., CXCR4 helix II kink and rotation) can be modeled with the help of experimentally derived restraints, others are likely to go undefined. Finally, for the most challenging case of CXCR4-peptide complex, the modeling is further complicated by the fact that peptide interactions are defined by highly variable extracellular loops and N terminus of the receptor, which are not amenable to accurate predictions so far.
Like the previous assessment, the results of GPCR Dock 2010 demonstrate the advantage of hypothesis-driven approaches that take maximum advantage of available experimental information about the target and its ligands. Improving coverage of the GPCR family with experimentally determined structures, continued efforts for biophysical characterization of GPCRs and their complexes with ligands, and of course improved conformational modeling that makes good use of these data will help to advance the field toward comprehensive understanding of GPCR structural diversity.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Data Collection and Filtering GPCR Dock 2010 registration and model submission system was implemented and made available online at http://gpcr.scripps.edu/GPCRDock2010/. Authors were requested to submit at most five models for each target they chose to model, in the PDB format, using the provided PDB file templates. At the analysis stage, the models were checked for correctness of the protein and ligand covalent geometry and bond connectivity. In an attempt to be inclusive, we did not discard any models with errors in ligand covalent geometry; most of these errors could be unambiguously fixed, and the remaining cases (2 D3/eticlopride, 5 CXCR4/IT1t, and 18 CXCR4/CVX15 models) were compared to the target structures by the maximal common ligand substructure.
Evaluation of Structure Prediction of the TM Helix Bundle and the Second Extracellular Loop
For all spatial comparison criteria, the protein molecule of each model was first superimposed onto the backbone Ca, C, and N atoms of the TM helices of the target structure. TM regions in both target receptors were defined by residue stretches 1.30-1.60, 2.37-2. 66, 3.22-3.54, 4.38-4.61, 5.37-5.64, 6.28-6.60, and 7.31-7 .55 in Ballesteros-Weinstein notation (Ballesteros and Weinstein, 1995) . In this notation a single most conserved residue among the class A GPCRs is designated x.50, where x is the TM helix number; all other residues on that helix are numbered relative to this conserved position. Superimposition was performed using an adaptive algorithm that iteratively finds the region of higher similarity by assigning distance-dependent Gaussian weights to deviating fragments of the structure Bottegoni et al., 2009 ). Application of this algorithm ensured that the superimposition quality was not dominated by a single flexible and/or poorly predicted part, e.g., one deviating part of a helix.
For the superimposed TM bundles, rmsd of Ca, C, and N atoms of the model from their respective counterparts in the target structure was calculated. The fraction of TM bundle for which high-quality superimposition was found (<2 Å rmsd) and the corresponding partial rmsd were also reported. With the same superimposition of TM helices, we calculated rmsd of backbone atoms of the model's ECL2 from that of the target structure. We chose to focus on ECL2 rather than on all extracellular parts of the protein because of its size and the critical role it plays in ligand binding for many GPCRs. ECL2 was defined by residues F171-N185 in D3 and by residues A174-E179, R183-N192 in CXCR4. The tip of ECL2 b-hairpin (residues A180, D181, and D182) was omitted from ECL2 comparison for CXCR4 because this region was disordered in the majority of target structures, and was the most flexible in others as demonstrated by its structural variability and high B factor values.
For CXCR4, additional attention was paid to the rotation of the top part of helix II that carries two critical ligand-interacting residues, W94 and D97. The accurate modeling of this region by homology with the available structural templates (bRho, b 1 AR and b 2 AR, and A 2A AR) required introduction of a oneresidue gap in the alignment that results in $100 rotation in the top of helix II (residues 91-100) and orients W94 and D97 toward the binding pocket (Figure 2B) . To assess the extent of rotation in helix II, the TM domain of each model was superimposed onto the target structure as described above; the model was then translated in space to ensure the optimal overlay of the helical axis of the top part of its helix II with the corresponding axis in the target. The two angles were measured: one angle between the projections of W94 Cb atoms onto the plane perpendicular to the helical axes, and another angle between the projections of D97 Cb atoms.
Evaluation of Binding Pocket Predictions
Similarity of the predicted to the experimental pocket residue content was assessed by calculating and comparing the residue backbone and side-chain surface areas that become solvent inaccessible in the presence of the ligand in the target structures and in the models. Accessible surface area calculations were performed using the Shrake and Rupley algorithm implemented in ICM . A binding pocket was formalized as vector P of length 2n, where n is the number of residues in the protein, with components P[2i À 1] and P[2i] equal to the decrease in accessible backbone and sidechain areas of the i-th residue upon ligand binding. For each target structure/model pair with pockets P R and P M , a pocket similarity vector P RXM was constructed using
). The weight of this similarity vector was calculated as jP RXM j = S i P RXM [i] and compared to the weight of the target pocket, jP R j. The result was reported as a real number continuously distributed on the interval [0,1], or in percentages. This number has a meaning of recall (or coverage) in statistical classification terminology (TP/(TP+FN)); the value corresponding to precision (TP/(TP+FP)) can be obtained by comparing jP RXM j to the weight of the model pocket vector, jP M j. However, we did not use the pocket precision value in model evaluation and do not report it in the present publication. Similarity of the pocket residue conformations was evaluated by measuring rmsd between the heavy atoms of the residues that constituted the binding pockets in the target structures. For D3 and CXCR4/IT1t complexes, binding pockets were defined as the sets of residues for which the average contact strength with the ligand exceeded the value corresponding to the distance of 4 Å . For CXCR4/CVX15 complex where only a single structure was available, the binding pocket was defined as the set of residues with nonhydrogen atoms at the distance of %4 Å from the ligand. Specifically, the sets of target pocket residues included: The optimal superimposition of TM domains was performed prior to the binding pocket comparison as described above. Residue symmetry was taken into account when calculating pocket rmsd.
Evaluation of Ligand Rmsd
Rmsd of the ligand nonhydrogen atoms from their respective counterparts in the crystallographic structure was determined after superimposition of the model onto the target structure as described above. Internal ligand symmetry was taken into account for rmsd definition as well as other calculations. For example, for the isothiourea IT1t molecule cocrystallized with CXCR4, as many as 16 atom permutations are possible that result in exactly the same ligand covalent geometry and bond topology; all of these were tested, and the one with the smallest rmsd to the model was chosen.
Calculation of Atomic Contacts
In the traditional definition, an atomic contact is a pair of heavy ligand and protein atoms located at the distance closer than a specified cutoff (usually 4 Å ) . The number of contacts that are the same between the target structure and the model is calculated and compared to the total number of ligandprotein contacts in the target structure (recall) or in the model (precision). As with ligand rmsd, calculation of atomic contacts requires enumeration of topologically equivalent atom permutations in the ligand; moreover, some amino acids also possess internal symmetry that should be taken into account. Treating side-chain symmetry in the same way as ligand symmetry is possible, but it quickly leads to combinatorial explosion of the total number of permutations in the system. For this reason, and because the ''wingspan'' of symmetric groups in the protein side chains is limited by three heavy atoms (e.g., C z , N h1 , and N h1 in arginine), we accounted for side-chain symmetry by considering symmetric atoms indistinguishable instead of explicitly enumerating them. We refined the definition of an atomic contact in an attempt to make it more robust and continuous. Instead of using a ''hard'' distance cutoff and counting a contact as present (1) for interatomic distances below this cutoff, and as absent (0) for the distances above this cutoff, we designed a continuous contact strength function that gradually decreased from 1 to 0 within a specified distance margin. Therefore, the traditional ''hard'' definition of contact cutoff corresponds to the margin of 0 in our scheme (Figure 10 ). Zero margin (also known as hard cutoff) contact definition leads to unstable behavior of the function and its intolerance to even the smallest (<0.1 Å ) changes in side-chain and ligand conformations. The continuous decrease margin approach is devoid of this instability. Using the continuous decrease margin affected the relative ranking of intermediate and low-quality models (data not shown), but not the best scoring models in all three assessments. At the same time, it yielded contact similarity values that were more stable and robust than atom contact number calculated in a traditional way, and better reflected the intuitive human perception of contact similarity.
In model evaluation, we constructed the vectors of atomic contact strengths for all ligand-protein atom pairs in the target structure (C R ) and in the model (C M ). The contact similarity vector C RXM was constructed using C RXM [i] = Min(C R [i], C M [i]); its weight was found as jC RXM j = S i C RXM [i] and compared to the weight of the target contact strength vector, jC R j. All possible topologically equivalent permutations of ligand atoms were tested, and one resulting in the highest similarity value was chosen. Similar to pocket definition evaluation, we only report recall (coverage) of correct contacts by the model; precision is disregarded in this evaluation. Protein and ligand covalent geometry and van der Waals interactions impose natural constraints onto precision values because they limit the number of contacts that a ligand can make with the neighboring side chains in the model.
Z-Scores
Model Z-scores were calculated in the spirit of the previous assessment, GPCR Dock 2008 (Michino et al., 2009 . Ligand rmsd values and fractions of correctly predicted ligand-protein contacts were independently converted into Z-scores (the opposite of rmsd Z-score was taken so that higher values correspond to better models in all cases); the two Z-scores were averaged. The new mean and SD were calculated excluding the low-scoring models that deviated from the old mean by more than 2 SD, and new Z-scores were found using this corrected mean and SD. In cases of CXCR4/IT1t and D3/ eticlopride, for which multiple target structures were available, the structure resulting in the best Z-score was chosen for each model. A similar algorithm was used for assessment of protein prediction accuracy based on TM and ECL2 backbone rmsd.
Modeling Methods
Methods, techniques, and approaches used by the participants of GPCR Dock 2010 for complex model generation are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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